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A B S T R A C T

A potential security incident may go unsolved if standardized forensic approaches are not applied during lawful
investigations. This paper highlights the importance of mapping the digital forensic application requirement
specification to an international standard, precisely ISO/IEC 27043. The outcome of this work is projected to
contribute to the problem of secure DF tool creation, and in the process address Software Requirements Specification
(SRS) as a process of digital evidence admissibility.
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1. Introduction

As our society becomes more digitalized and interconnected, the need
for digital forensic investigation (DFI) will be more pronounced for both
civil or criminal proceedings. While it is important to ensure the use of
scientifically proven/sound approaches in DFIs, it is not always
straightforward due to the rapidly advancing technologies. In addition
to the importance of having forensically sound digital forensic processes
(e.g., repeatable and accepted by both the scientific and legal
communities), developing digital forensic applications (e.g., forensic
toolkits) that can be used to reliably and effectively reconstruct, analyze,
and cluster events is also crucial in the discipline [1].

A transparent design process that ensures traceability [2] and provides
the known error rate of any DF application is essential for its acceptance by
the forensic and legal communities [3]. In this context, the digital forensic
investigators are considered the technical stakeholders, while the non-
technical personnel comprises members of the judiciary, the plaintiff, and
the accused person/defendant. All stakeholders need to be assured that the
evidence tendered has been obtained by DFAs that have been designed
based on industry best practices or international standards.

This reinforces the importance of ensuring digital forensic applica-
tions (DFAs) are designed based on correct and sound requirement
specifications, which guarantee forensic soundness and admissibility of
the evidence obtained using such applications. For example, [4–6]
presented a DFA requirement specification (DFARS) process, to facilitate

the design of forensically sound applications. The DFARS process
considers the interaction of architectural requirements [7–9] and
architectural constraints. The architectural requirements include quality
requirements, architectural patterns, strategies, and the requirements
needed for integration purposes, and the constraints include jurisdiction-
al, legislative, and technological constraints.

In this paper, we posit the importance of having DFI process, including
those designed using processes such as DFARS [4,5], to be closely aligned
with relevant best practices and international standards, such as ISO/IEC
27043: 2015 [10]. Therefore, using the DFARS [4,5] process as a case
study, we map the process to ISO/IEC 27043 [10].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, we will introduce the relevant preliminaries. In the third section,
we will explain how one can map the DRAFS process to ISO/IEC 27043.
The last two sections present our discussion and conclusion, respectively.

2. Background

2.1. ISO/IEC 27043

As shown in the classes of digital investigation process in Fig. 1, ISO/
IEC 27043 [10] consists of the following processes:

� Digital forensic readiness class (Pre-incident planning and
preparation);
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� Digital forensic investigation class (initialization, acquisition, and
investigative processes; see also Fig. 1); and

� Legal principles and other processes pertaining to digital forensic
admissibility and retention, like warrants, court orders and approval of
evidential material (concurrent processes classes).

One of the key purposes of ISO/IEC 27043 [10] is to guide the forensic
investigation processes that can subsequently inform stakeholders, policy-
making bodies, decision-makers, and a court of law. For example, digital
forensic readiness (DFR; also related to as the forensic-by-design concept
introduced in [11,12]) is crucial for incident preparation and planning; and
digital forensic investigation class (initialization, acquisitive, and investi-
gative) [10,13] comprises reactive processes that are employed after a
potential security incident has been identified [14]. These processes take
place concurrently with other investigative processes.

Also described in ISO/IEC 27043 are readiness process groups (RPGs),
which represent a state of being prepared for a digital investigation before
an incident occurs. Such processes enable stakeholders to be more
proactive by anticipating potential security incidents. This allows the
mitigation of risks, by putting in place activities or actions that minimize
the cost or efforts towards the investigation of such incidents when they
eventually occur [15]. RPGs comprise the planning, implementation, and
assessment groups, whose main roles are incidental preparation, risk
mitigation, and the possibility of feeding the outcome to the post-event
response [10,13]. RPGs form part of the proactive strategies that can be
employed during the pre-incident investigation process.

The ISO/IEC 27043 standard has specific roles and applications [16],
mainly, this standard has a focus on incident investigation principles and
processes. Furthermore, it provides guidelines that ensures that there
should be a higher chance of admissibility of digital evidence in a court of
law. This provides a wider application scope for investigation processes.
Notable application area that leverage ISO/IEC 27043 include interpre-
tation of digital evidence, planning and preparation, governance and risk
assessment, and information security management strategies [16].

2.2. DFARS process

As previously discussed, ensuring that the DFI investigation is
forensically sound and followed is important to ensure the admissibility of
the evidence [17]. In such a process, there are both technical and non-
technical assumptions.

In non-technical assumptions, for example, process interdependence
is important and there should exist a communication mechanism between
the processes. The communication mechanism shows a symbiotic-like

relationship in order to generate a forensic hypothesis that can be
admissible. It is worth to note that the generation of a hypothesis from the
DFARS processes that can prove or disprove a fact relies on the following
assumptions:

� If two processes M and N are close to each other with a distance of D,
these processes should be linked using a communication channel P,
such that DM4 P 4 DN. This assumption allows useful information
among the processes to be dispatched among M and N (see Fig. 2). In
other words, the processes communicate with each other to
successfully achieve a common goal.

� If there exists no correlation among processes during the DFI, then the
formulated forensic hypothesis may not be sufficient to be admissible
given that the DFARS process could have been infiltrated (see Fig. 3).

The success of a software system can be measured by the extent to
which the various conflicting aspects and stakeholders’ needs are
managed, while achieving the system's intended purpose. To effectively
convey these requirements, communication that aligns to the applica-
tions’ functional, architectural requirements and their constraints is key.
For example, primary technical requirements of digital forensic tools
include verifiability, portability, scalability, usability, cost-efficiency,
and support for multi-user [18–21].

The DFARS process determines the user's and application's needs
while using these to determine the architectural needs of the system and
in the process addressing the overall needs of all stakeholders. In
addressing the needs of the DFARS system, the architectural constraints
must be considered at all levels of the design. The “users” in this context
include law enforcement agencies, forensic experts and other stake-
holders involved in the investigation. In other words, the DFARS process
takes into consideration the diverse requirements and from different
stakeholder groups in the design of a DFA.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the DFARS process consists of the following five
distinct processes:

� DFARS process functional requirements (1): Eliciting events that
should be accomplished by the DFA.

� DFARS process architectural constraints (2): To ensure forensic
soundness of potential digital evidence (PDE) by the DFA, and constant
changes and modifications should be tolerated. Generally, these
constraints are focused on the needs and concerns from the stake-
holders’ perspective. It is important to note that these requirements are
crucial when making decisions on the design of DFAs.

� DFARS process architectural requirements (3): In the context of DFARS,
these requirements basically involve the collection of useful infor-
mation that may be needed in designing the architecture.

Fig. 1. Classes of digital investigation processes [10].

Fig. 2. Successful DFARS process communication.

Fig. 3. Unsuccessful DFARS process communication.
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� DFARS process (4): Determines what the user and the application needs
may be.

� Concurrent processes (5): We posit the need for adopting the
concurrent processes from ISO/IEC 27043 as part of tool development
in order to have an assurance of the soundness of the PDE. These
processes should happen in tandem with other processes during the
DPA design.

3. Mapping DFARS to ISO/IEC 27043

In our attempt to map the DFARS process to the ISO/IEC 27043
standard, we need to first identify each of the sub-processes of ISO/IEC
27043 and determine how it translates and fits with the DFA using the
DFARS process. It is also important is to identify any existing similar
objectives between the two. Our mappings for the various levels of the
DFARS process as is shown in Tables 1–Table 5. Next, a summary that
shows the correlations is given. Where a process is not needed or required
during development it is marked by an X, and U denotes essential security
components or processes.

Before we explain the actual mapping, we will introduce a scenario
involving a company, X, that was tasked with managing Social Security
Numbers (SSNs). A software failure led to a hack of millions of SSNs in
what is thought to be the largest breach of personal information and the
following transpired as a result:

� This attack succeed because a potential software failure/bug and as a
result X was manipulated in such a manner that the administrators were
not able to detect or monitor any transactions in real-time or
periodically.

� All the SSN-based transactions were supposed to be logged periodically
on an interval of 1 min, however, this did not happen as a result of this
compromise.

� This led to the creation of fake tax returns and falsification of identities
that targeted fraudulent claims.

Based on the aforementioned scenario, there is a dire need for
conducting forensic investigations and it is important to demarcate a
trade-off between when standardized approaches needs to be employed
and when the tools that satisfies SRS are leveraged. A detailed discussion
on the importance of mapping a DFARS to processes that can help increase
chances of admissibility is explain systematically.

3.1. Mapping readiness process to DFARS

Forensic readiness is a core business requirement, which can help
gather PDE. For example, in the earlier discussed scenario, implementing
the ISO/IEC 27043 process or guidelines as part of the DFARS process
would allow the collection of incriminating information, say by the
internet/telecommunication service provider. We map eight ISO/IEC
27043 sub-processes from the readiness process against the functional
requirements, quality requirements, constraints, patterns, and strategies.

3.2. Mapping initialization process to DFARS

To commence an investigation, an incident needs to be detected, this
means that the procedures that are needed to detect the incidents should be
put in place before commencement. The authors present this as an
important process for tool development requirements. While it is also
important to highlight that some of the sub-processes in the initialization
process may be non-technical, it is also worth stressing the fact that they
may be useful for purposes of validating how the DFARS process is
conducted. The authors have noted that among the sub-processes in the
initialization process, incident detection is a requirement that is needed in
all the aspects that have been used to map against the initialization process
as is shown in Table 2. Based on this, in the context of the scenario, the
forensic tool would need to be aligned with the incident detection process
as a functional requirement, quality requirement, constraint, pattern, and
strategy in order to accelerate the digital investigation process.

Fig. 4. digital forensic application requirement specification process [4,5].

Table 1
Mapping ISO/IEC 27043 readiness processes to the DFARS process.

Readiness processes Functional requirements Quality requirements Constraints patterns Strategy

Scenario definitions Stakeholders X Cost X X
Identification of PDE sources X X X X X
Planning pre-incident detection U X X X X
Planning incident detection U X X X X
Storage and handling of PDE X X X X Integrity
Defining system architecture X X X X Confidentiality
Implementing system architecture Use-cases Core requirements Legal U U

Implementing pre-incident detection X X X X X

Table 2
Mapping ISO/IEC 27043 initialization processes to the DFARS process.

Initialization processes Functional requirements Quality requirements Constraints Patterns Strategy

First responder X X X X X
Incident detection U U U U U

Planning X X X X X
Preparation U X X X X
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3.3. Mapping acquisitive process to DFARS

The principles of ISO/IEC 27043 have highlighted the manner in
which digital evidence can be acquired in what is the acquisitive process.
As far as the scenario is concerned, the acquisitive process would require
all the aspects of the DFARS process during mapping. For example, it
would require PDE acquisition, PDE transportation, and PDE storage
while identification is not a required process as is shown in Table 3. It is
the authors’ opinion that PDE identification in this context is not required
during this mapping, owing to the fact that incident detection (in the
Initialization process) already preceded identification.

3.4. Mapping investigative process to DFARS

This is a crucial process for any investigative scenario, where a digital
forensic tool may be required to accomplish some tasks effectively, with the
aim of extracting objective data that may help in possible hypotheses
formation [22]. The ISO/IEC 27043 investigative processes analyze the
identified potential digital evidence to uncover the sequence of events. The
investigativeprocess includes the followingsub-processes:Potentialdigital
evidence examination and analysis, Digital evidence interpretation,
Reporting, Presentation, and Investigation closure. While the authors
envisage the improvement of the investigative process based on the
requirements that are needed for tool development, it is also important to
highlight that proper requirements may lead to more acceptable
investigative results. However, with the ISO/IEC 27043 guidelines,
providing proof of correctness for a digital forensic tool, this needs to be
backed up with standardized approaches for purposes of litigation. That
notwithstanding, while the investigative process from a generic view is
more concerned with search, collection, preserving, and presentation of
evidence, our mapping that is shown in Table 4 considers the inclusivity of
all the aspects of the DFARS process. Notably, from the scenario it would be
important after capturing the attackers information to examine, interpret,
report in a standardized approach [23,24] and present this, as it would be
an important determining factor on the legality of digital evidence.

3.5. Mapping concurrent processes to DFARS

The concurrent processes are the activities that occur in parallel to any
digital forensic investigation, like getting court authorization to seize a
device suspected to contain potential digital evidence required for a case
under investigation. These principles are applied from the commence-
ment of an investigation until closure. This is basically a core aspect of the
DFARS process because all the constraints need to be taken account of as
they may assist during the whole investigative process. ISO/IEC 27043
has identified the following processes in the concurrent processes:
Obtaining authorization, Documentation, Managing information flow,
Preserving chain of custody as is shown in Table 5. Consequently, based
on the scenario, it would be imperative to focus on how the constraints in
Table 5 affect the investigation process.

4. Discussions

The success of developing secure digital forensic tools has mainly
been reinforced by the possibility of being able to extract forensically
sound potential digital evidence. This could either be tamper-free logs
or general artifacts that can provide proof of the occurrence a security
incident or can assist forensic experts during litigation in a court of law.
Consequently, the ISO/IEC 27043 standard is an acceptable process for
investigations in the field of digital forensics. By applying the ISO/IEC
27043 processes when designing any digital forensic application while
mapping to accepted standards harnesses the benefits that accrue in
employing scientific methods in any new field of research like digital
forensics. The authors revisit the scenario that addressed a successful
hack as a result of software failure (see Section 3). The scenario
application is entirely based on how the digital evidence scheme can be
managed by the use of digital forensic tools. The ultimate aim is to
ensure that the extracted artifacts are admissible in a court of law and
are devoid of any security violations (Confidentiality and Integrity)
when verifying their authenticity. To support this claim, this
proposition that has been put across in this paper leverages the ISO/

Table 3
Mapping ISO/IEC 27043 acquisitive processes to the DFARS process.

Acquisitive processes Functional requirements Quality requirements Constraints Patterns Strategy

PDE identification X X X X X
PDE acquisition U U U U U

PDE transportation U U U U U

PDE storage U U U U U

Table 4
Mapping ISO/IEC 27043 investigative processes to the DFARS process.

Investigative processes Functional requirements Quality requirements Constraints Patterns Strategy

PDE examination and analysis U U U U U

Digital evidence interpretation U U U U U

Preporting U U U U U

Presentation U U U U U

Investigation closure U U U U U

Table 5
Mapping ISO/IEC 27043 concurrent processes to the DFARS process.

Concurrent processes Functional requirements Quality requirements Constraints Patterns Strategy

Obtain authorization X X U X X
Managing information flow X X U X X
Preserving chain of custody X X U X X
Preserving digital evidence X X U X X
Interaction with the physical investigation X X U X X
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IEC 27043 processes that basically have generic idealized guidelines for
digital forensic investigations.

Our approach is entirely dependent on three main aspects: Using
Requirements Specification Process, leveraging ISO/IEC 27043, and
relying on effective process communication (see Figs. 3 and 4). All these
aspects are meant to openly collude in order for the objective of designing
secure digital forensic tools to be achieved with a higher degree of
certainty.

By focusing on the SSN hack scenario, the authors give an analysis of
how such an occurrence could be overcome if the tools are securely built
using the idealized guidelines as is shown next.

� This attack succeeded because a potential software failure/bug for X was
manipulated in such a manner that the administrators were not able to
detector monitor any transactions: Basically, attackers could have
capitalized on failure of different aspects like STRIDE or simply failure
of the CIA security goals. In many situations, this could also be treated
as an insider attack until a digital forensic investigation is conducted,
this means that the forensic logs could either be with the provider or
from some remote server. Usually, a subpoena will be required to
warrant the provider to release such logs. An investigator would need to
prove whether these logs are exactly authentic logs during verification.
It may also be possible for an investigator to tamper with these logs,
which may require a watcher to watch the watcher. In relying on
standardized processes, the provider's location would be mapped to the
scenario definition and a potential incident would explicitly be
extracted in this environment. When using forensic tools one may easily
need to execute these processes spontaneously while building a
hypothesis.

� All the SSN-based transactions were supposed to be logged periodically on an
interval of 1 min, however, this did not happen as a result of this compromise:
Given than transactions involving SSNs are critical, the lack of periodic
logging is an indication that a potential failure could have been
detected There exist a number of possibilities that could have been used
by X during forensic investigations. A digital forensic investigator may
need to prove how the provision of false evidence could be overcome
using forensic tools, where this could require forensic tools that are
aligned to ISO standards.

� This led to the creation of fake tax returns and falsification of identities that
targeted fraudulent claims: The ISO/IEC 27043 has defined modes of
defining investigation scenarios, digital evidence sources, and planning
pre-incident detection. Based on this premise, it is imperative that all
false identities should be detected and should flagged as suspicious
early enough in a forensic readiness approach [25–29] as potential
threats by the forensic tools. In the scenario, the aspect of lack of
periodic logging could have been flagged to avert the possibility of far
much larger compromise than was reported.

Nevertheless, the DFARS process estimates the DF application
production time, defines the maintainability options, shows the integrity
and forensic soundness of the DF application and ensures that the
processes utilized in the DF applications design adhere to accepted
standards through different processes, which would include standardiz-
ing different stages like reporting [23] and presentation. Additionally, the
DFARS process is focused on describing how a digital forensic tool works.
This is done with respect to the understanding of the design and
development process, together with the technical and non-technical
audiences, who are involved in the use of digital forensic outputs in the
investigation where such evidence is brought under scrutiny. In aligning
the DFARS process to the ISO/IEC 27043 standard, this paper identifies
the aspects of the DFARS process that require enhancing and addresses
them to work in conjunction with the ISO/IEC 27043 digital forensic
investigation process.

ISO/IEC 27043 as a family of standards offers incident investigative
principles and processes that are concerned with planning and
preparation of potential evidence identification. It is based on this

premise that the proposed approach tries to map DFARS to the ISO/IEC
27043 international standard, which is beneficial to the forensic
community in many ways and the advantages of these are listed as
follows:

� Mapping tool creation strategies with standardized processes offers a
baseline for developing secure digital forensic tools that can be relied
upon by forensic experts during digital forensic investigation.

� Based on the requirements of digital evidence, for example, the Expert
Witness testimony [30,31], where an expert may be required to give a
testimony for evidence to be admitted, standardized approaches may
be needed in order to increase chances of admissibility during
litigation.

� By applying mapping approach, the aspect of usability on digital
evidence that may be collected as a result is enhanced given that the
tool development processes are aligned to standardised approaches.

� ISO/IEC 27043 and DFARS provides a consensus on how to securely
identify and collect potential evidence, judging from the processes
irrespective of the environment that digital evidence is collected from.

� Currently, there exist quite a number of tools that are focused in
conducting different types of investigations, i.e. mobile forensics, cloud
forensics, network forensics etc. Most of these types of investigations
have a variety of investigation tools too for example, FTKs, EnCase etc.
Choosing a suitable tool sometime may be a challenge owing to lack of
standardised approaches while developing some of these tools. The
proposed approach would, during evidence presentation provide a
more trusted approach with a degree of acceptability.

Given that a majority of digital forensics tools are mainly developed
for commercial purposes, it would be important if the development
strategies can be aligned to the standardised approaches in order to
increase chances of admissibility. This is also beneficial to the
investigators and the Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) because adopting
some of the aforementioned processes would improve the time that an
investigator takes to conduct an investigation given that more acceptable
processes are automated and may thus save the difficult tasks that may
require human interpretation and intelligence [32–35]. This is owing to
the fact that there is a constant need of developing and adopting e
objective of digital forensic investigation and at the same time advance
the field of digital forensics in various domains [36,37]. It is also worth to
note that ISO/IEC 27043 has potential of being mapped to forensic
application as long as some preconditions are met like the technical
requirements and different cases, for example, where the LEAs,
investigative agencies are able to give a baseline for tool validation
techniques and requirements [38]. This has been compounded as
strategies that can allows alignment of forensic tools to standardised
processes given that digital forensics relies on prescribed scientific
processes.

5. Conclusion

This paper has reinforced the importance of developing digital
forensic applications using a process that is based on standardized
guidelines, and in our context ISO/IEC 27043. Future research includes
using the proposed approach to facilitate the design of some real-world
digital forensic application (e.g., an open source mobile forensic toolkit)
in order to evaluate its utility.
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